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| . ANITOROP AGENTS

_. | agmms - xm, pREcISTON AND SIGNIFICANCE OF EXISTING
= mmm

| + Introsuetory notes
| 1.7%he agents being developed for use in attacking growing
| crops fall into two major categories: (a) chemical (Plant growth
| regulators) and (b) biological (plant pathogens). The chemical

“ agents are stable organic compounds of high potency, not known

to be normally present in plants. Applications to plants may
result in death, inhibition of growth, or growth modifications
and aberrations that cause yield reductions. Broadleaved plants
are in general more responsive then cereals or grasses) but
chemical agents specifically inducing inhibitory responses in

- the latter are known. The chemical antlcrop agents, or plant

inhibitors, affect only those plants with which they come in

contact. The blologieal agents are living organisus capable of
. invading plant tissues and causing the development of disease

Symptons. Tnpse of significance in anGiCTOP weapons possess
. hfen botentialities of spread to adjacent healthy plants. Their

_ .- effective use Yhvolves éstablishment of an epidemic or epiphyto-
tic. Both categories will receive attention in this study.

_ There are several agenté now under vesearch and development,
' “which, although they will™not be available by 1954, appear to

Nr have sufficient promiseto warrant mention at this time. Among

chemical antiorop.agents malelc hydrazide end cortain fluorine
substituted phenoxyacetic acids and derivatives are promising
foiPbpray application to reduce yield of cerecls, including rise,
sovghum, kaoliang, ste. Among the biological anticrop agents
under development ave several plant viruses, the agent causing
late bilgnt ofpotatoes, -end the fungus which causes rice blast.
These agents will be treated briefly in the appropriate sections
of this study. 3
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| Chemical Anticrop BW Agent Properties

2. Chenteal anticrop agents ave stable syathetls organic
compounds which, if brought into contact with plants in very
susll amounts ave active in producing inhibition of growth or

| p1ot experiments, 18 ts clear that for many broadleaved crops
Sof | several agents are known which will cause early death or sub-

| stantial yield reduction at rates of 0.05 - 0.25 pounds per acre
| appropriately applied. For cereals, other agents are known to be
© etrective at 0.5 - 2 pounds per acre.

s 3. Variously substituted halogen derivatives of short chain
Co + aryloxy acids possess broad inhibitory activity against crop

Slants. Species differences in responsiveness are well-recog-
sized, but the differences are ordinarily only differences in
degree, and may be overcome by increasing the dosage.

4, Some substituted phenyl carbamates have been found

E particularly effective in inhibiting growth of young cereals.

Much of the development work has centered wound three agente:
(a) 2,h-dlohlorophenosyacebic acid (2,4-D) and estems thereof

: of which the butyl ester is best knw; (b) 2,4,5-triehlorophen-
_.. -oxyacetic acid (2,,5-7) and its esters, of wiich the butyl ester

. agin‘is typical;(oc) Lsopropyl--phenylesrbanate (IZC) and a
. “nelogen derivative, 1aopropyl-N-(3 ohlorophenyl) carbamate

(chaaro-1e0) .

|. CHEMICAL AGENTS MOST USEFUL AGATNST BROADLSAP GROPS s
< 5. Butyl 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetate (butyl 2,4,-D)

2. General chevhctéristics. This le the principal anticrop |

agent which, has been tested so far. Undiluted technieal”

gmede butyl 2,4-d1chlorophendrycectat is commercially avails
able in large quantities at less than $1.00 per 1b. It is a

11qutd of ow volatility, with density 1.205, low viscosity
(23.3 centipoises at 26°) and low freezing point (-30%).
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+ TABLET

CROPS SPRAYED WITS BUTYL 2, i-D
! (Spray eppiied as5% oil emulsion)

i Pounds Gallons ®
> - Stage Agent Spray Reduction

crop Sprayed per-hore Per dove in Yield
= Garden beets 0.9" rogts 0.1 6.4 68

1.6" 0.1 6.4 23Vangel iro 01 en 8
Eo 2 tv ol cl 50

Rutabaga (Swedes) RAY 0 0.1 6.4 100
250 01 64 95

Rutabaga (purple top)0.8" * 0.1 6.4 100
2.0" " 0.1 6.4 70

Sugar beets olgr n 01 su 6
1.6" * 0.1 6.4 2

“ Onions 0.5" bulb 0.1 6.4 5
: 10" pus 01 6lu 55

Kale 2 leaf 0.1 6.4 100
1h leaf 0.1 6.4 2

Cebbage 2" head 0.1 6.4
2.5" head 01 sl 6

The table above gives the results of tests in which 2,4-D was
applied to various broadleafed plants. It shows the per cent

° reduction in crop yield for the various plants at two stages

of growth, The d-ta in Table I were obtained in comparzble
spray experiments in which the volume rite was relatively high.
Many subsequent experiments showed, hovever, that per cent
yield reduction is not a function of volune rate of spray

. “until the latter becomes so low that the statistical chance of
. + an adequate dosage reachin each plant in the droplets

intercepied 1s reduced.” In aerosol spray trials responsive
. plants have been killed or severely inhibited at mean volume
Trates of 1k Ee310m per acre, sooording to Oump Detrick.

- 6. Buty) 2,b,5-trivhiGrophenoryacetate (Butyl 2,4,5-1)
2. Genera) onevasteristics. The butyl ester of 2,k,5-tri-

chjorophencxyacetic seid is the second most important chemiesl
anticrop agent. Being 2 homolog of butyl 2,4-D, Lt possesses
similar physical characteristics. It is non-volatile, with

density 1.283, low viscosity (57.9 centipoises at 28%) and

low freezing point.  °
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E | TABLE IT

ood crops SPRAYED ulTH BUTYL 2,4,5-T
Fo .
be Pounds Volume #
i | Stage hgent Spray Reduction
i | crop 5 sproyed Per here Per Acre in Vield
E 1

Soy beans” gn 0.25 6.b gal. 9
Ir 18" tall 0.25 6.4" 92

i ste blossom 0.25 6b! %
i Barly pod 028 El" 8%
} —

| ! 2 .
i Soy beans’ AL stages to 0.12 U8 ml. 76-80
i carly pod| 0.25 96" 99

4 3
Flax (fiver) Barly bud 0.1 2.6 gal. 68

Late blossom 0.1 256" i6

3/Flax (011) arly bud 0.1 2.6 gal. su
Tate blossom 0.1 2:6 °F ot

4
- na? All stages 0.13 48 ml. 86

to blossom
3Peanut’ Blossom 0.25 6.4 gal. a

. 3 L
Sunflower Early bud 01 2.6831. 100

i Barly flower 0.1 pita 65

. >, ye

rae porase? 2 “rare wa 045 6.4 gal. 70
Le 0.5" tubers 0.25 121 ml. 92

2.20 Gigs 221 ml. 57

3, Digest ond cprmien “agent aisscived in nL prosghete.
. 90% butyl 2,4,5-T.

Diesel oil carrier
- “B/ 96% butyl 2,8,5-F

—  ——
he table above giies the results of tests in which 2,4,5-1

was applied to various broadleafed plants. It shows the per

fst reduction in crop yield for the verious plants at various

stages of growth. As indicated above for butyl 2,4-D, equal

yield reductions can be obtained with sprays at low volume

rates. For example, the yleld of soybeans, treated with 90%

butyl 2,4,5-T at a rate equivalent to 48 ml/acre, was reduced :

over 75%. .
© TOP SECREF.. -E-T- Bnclosure "5"
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| 7.Performancecharacteristicscommon to chemicalagentsmost

| 2. Factors affect: lant response. With very low volume

| omy sm ote om ron i sotnion 12 mi srs

i which are below 0.1 millimeter (mm) than with larger droplets,

A i say 0.35 to 0.50 mm in diameter. The number of droplets into

Which & given volume of liquid is divided in spraying deter

| minedirectly the number of points of spray contact with the

| vegetation and increases the probebility of a given quantity

of the agent contacting the plant. In general, plants become

wo less responsive with increasing age, and particularly is this

true of the lethal response. However, the flowering stage is

again a very sensitive period in plants, the yield of which |

1s determined by pollination and seed development (pods,

grains, fruits). Environmental factors are not of great

significance in determining the magnitude of response to anbi-

- crop chemicals; if the conditions are such that the plant is

actively growing the response will follow. If the application

is made to plants at a dormant stage, abnormalities may

develop when growth 1s resumed.
] © b. Entry and Trensport. The stomata ave not fmportent es
| © portals of entry for those agents. Plant responses to anti-

crop chemical.agents ave slower and less severe in cloudy,
cool weather than in bright sunny weather, When photosyn-
thesis proceeds actively as in bright sunlight, the transport .

+ of the agent to those tissue where the responses develop is
4 eat mapie. If no phstosymthetis protucts ave being proaiced,
| as 1n darimess, transport does not occur. However, agents

applied to plants in darkness, as would occur in night spray

“Ggprations, will enter, and transport will ocour when the
f1ow of photosynthesised products from the leaves recomnences.
There 1s evidence to indicate that under good conditions for
entry and transport, the maximum ultimate response will ooour

70 SEcRER -E-8- Enelosure "E"
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from 2,4-D entering the leaf within 6 hours of application.

Rainfall occurring relatively soon after sprey spplicstion of

| chemtoal anticrop agents in oil carriers, or as undiluted

| esters of agents such ac 2,4-D or 2,4,5-T does not reduce the

| vie20 sequssion cepsbtaseses. OU formulenions end mdtied :
oo esters rapidly penetrate the leaf tissues. One experiment

iS | on sugar beets in which undiluted butyl 2,4-D ves employed,

i following rain, indicated that the effects on yield depended

- onthe rate of spplication end size of droplets. The agent

epplied in smell droplets (0.060-0.070 mn diameter) and at &

iow rate (0.01 ml/sq ya) wes rendered some 20 per cent less

“ cepable of normel yield reduction by & 0.07 luch rain immedi-

stely following sgent application. However, rainfall sctuslly

ineressed the effectivencse of the larger (0.41-0.534 mn

dlemeter) droplets epplied at a rate of 0.05 ml per sq. yd.

ais wes explained es being due to greater sbsorption by the

leaf of the lange droplets of the compound which had been

| B spread into oil blotches 1/4 to 1/2 inch in dlemeter. Other

factors such es temperature, humidity, end soil fertility

have been investigated with respect to their influence on the

| inhibitory sotivity of satlexop chemical agents. None of
these Within the limits nommsl for plant growth was found to

|. cchss any deviation from the normel iuhibitory response.

. ©. ‘RespbiiSes Induced in Plants.

(1) The effects of a spray attack in vhleh these agents

are employed can Ve detected within a mester of hours in

the case of certain-plants such as sweet potatoes and suger

bests. The effect op these plants is cbserved as a marked
curvature of thé stem and shoot and drooping of the leaves

within a few hours. This ls Followed by pertial or complete

sip inhibition of subsequent shoot growth. When harvested,

the beets present a corky appearance.

(2) Soybesn plants spreyed with butyl 2,k,5-T develop

| enlarged end Woody-stems, the axillary buds are ebortive,

TOP SECRET -E-9- Enclosure "EM
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the pods remain small and do not develop fully, and tne
Loaf all which occurs nommally on maturation is markedly
delayed. The reaction of tuber plants, particularly the

| shape accompanied frequently by the development of fissures.

Co he harvested tuber 1s scabby. Affected tubers nave poor
= } edible and storage qualities. The degree of injury and

! oersisie shutegs Glia of Yiu Youn tested ghee
- require further. investigation for the data to be complete.

Iubers and pods which have already been formed may be
harvested and the edible portions consumed in the normal

# manner without harm since the agent 1s nontoxic for man

| and the plant products themselves WALL not have been
rendered toxic by the internal action of the agent.

| (3) Yo ettective bonus in the form of soil contamination
can be expected when employing these agents sb the low

- dosage Tate of 0.1 1b. per sore. Ab mich higher dosage
rates (2-5 lbs. per acre) soil contamination effects may

| persist for weeks to months during which tine seeds will
| rot germinate or seedlings develop pommally. Using the

energense of ‘soybean seedlings as & criteria, it was
so -. found that 5 lbs. per acre of 2,4-d persisted more than

: 20 days An vam moist soil; at the same rate of application
o 2,4,5-1 persisted for 93 dey.

i 4. Mode of action. The mechanism of action of exogenous .

. growth-regulators such as 2,4-D is not understood, nor indeed

g is it lmown whether the multiple responses induced in plants
are the resultant of Interference with a single master
biochemical reaction, Some workers believe that competitive
“gRtects on the endogenous hormone system of plants may be

involved. Ab Camp Detrick the metabolism of 2,4-D in plants
1s being followed by the use of radioactive ol, It has been

estimated that this compound is metabolized and thst the
aliphatic side chain is readily removed, Plant specificities

. may well arise from differences in ability to metabolize this

compound in the various tissues and organs.

— “FpsoonerSEU omarion
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AGENTS MOST USEFUL AGATNST CEREAL CROPS
| 8. Isopropyl N-phenyl carbamate (IPC) and Isopropyl

| No(3-cnloropheny1) carbamate (hiovo Tre) }

{ a. Generalcharacteristics. IPC 1s a stable organic
|
| compound of high melting point and quite low aqueous. 1:i%

solubility. Tt is commercially available in substentisl

> amounts.

| D. Yield reduction. This compound is effective in reducing

néyield of cereals if applied to the soil in a solid

granular form when the plants are in the scedling stage, or

if sprayed in an appropriate carrier onto the tops of

« cereals at the early-heading to flowering stage. Because

of the avallability of cereal Tusts as snticrop agents to
be applied in the spring or early sumer, development work

at Camp Detrick has largely been concentrated on soil applica-

tions of granuler materiel to plants at an earlier stage.

Fall-planted cereals are vulnerable to winter applications,

quantities of 2 lbs. IPG per acre in a granular fora epplied

uring January would be expected to achieve at least 70 por

cent requotion in the yield of fall-planted wheat, rye, and

| berley. Typleal date eve glven in Table IIL.

. Lt # TABLE TIT

| IPC APPLICATIONS TO FALL-PLANTED CEREALS

Pounds Tec Time of Per cent yleld
| Cereal per seve Application reduction

) heat (Horne) 2.0~ wa-rev. s2-76
2:0 Ena Deo. 67-90

~~ 2.0 Eng Jan. 50-70 1
] . Barley (Wong) © 2% liia-Feb. 2 g

22.5 Jan. 782
Rye (abruzzt) 218 San, i3-82

. 2.5 Jan. 60-90

Hp :3 Disterant 1ocasions and years.
2/ Linited data

TOP SECRET -E-1 - Enclosure "E"
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The granular preparations applied have contained 25-75 per

| cent IPC, the remainder considting of binder, diluent, dis-

| integration aide, and wetting agents. Te 75 per cent
|" products have achieved as much yleld reduction as lower con-

| oreeneons soe woe eves 72 sm
(2) the closely related compound Chloro-IPC (isopropyl-

~ N-(3-chlorophenyl) carbamate) persists longer in the soil
i than TPC and has approximately equal activity on cereals.

Tile Likely to be preferred to IEC, because it can be
sprayed in liquid form at relatively high concentration
even when soil contamination is the objective. Its melting

a point is about 25°C; the crystalline form is apt to be
50ft. The addition of about 5 per cent of a miscible
11quid to the melted form prevents recrystallization.
Formulation into pellets or granules 1s difficult without
substantial dilution with inert material.

(2) Aithoush most attention hes been directed towards
- the study of winter applications of IPC and Chlore IPC

to fall-planted cereals; spring-planted cereals are also
valnerable, but the length of the period Quring which ap-
plication must be made to effet maximum yield reduction

: 1s much shorter, Oats treated at the fourth-fifth leaf
©. "%_.stdge with 2 bs per acre IPC or Chloro I2C have suffered

= 58:70 percent reduction in yield.

(3) The yield of both fall and spring planted cereals
can be reduced by spray applications of TBC or Chloro TC

| < to the tops at the time of heading and flowering. The

J agent rates required ‘per acre for this type of application
are lower than for soll contamination at the seedling stage,
but, the period for maximum responsiveness 1s no more. than

| 720 cays. Typist resuite ave given in Table IV. .
| .
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¥ Agent pound Per cent yield ,

- Barley Flowering. C1-IPC 0.5 46

i Wheat Heading IPC 0.75 43
rd W IPC 1.5 67

C1-IPC 0.75 59
C1-IPC 1.5 93

i “MR injury is primarily due to droplets intercepted by the

! developing heads; if the heads are shielded, yield reduc

a 9. Entry, response and mode of action. IPC and Chloro IPC

do not enter the tissues of cereal plants as readily as 2,4-D

develop. Sprayapplications to the foliage seem to be effective .

© in yield reduction only if carried out. in such a manner and at

* head 6 the flowering stage cereals are particularly susceptivie
_siince the nommal processes of cell division that accompany
pollination are disturbed. ~

ht PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS COMMON TO CHEMICAL AGENTS FOR

- CEREAL CROPS ~

10. Tt has been pointed out above that mid-winter 1s generally
the optimum time for target application of IPC and Chloro IFC in

grande or pelleted form. The ordp is not necessarily highly

cles have been B |
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| Fan vater and the resulting solution brought into contact with the

root system. IPC and Chloro IPC are decomposed by soil meroorgan-
| seme. The Lower the soll temperature the slower will be the do-
| compostsion of. the agent, due to he reduced acHEVEEY of the soil

(| osssion. Wen the dormant plant again recomences growth, as
may ocour. on warmer days in the late winter, the chemical is uv
presentIn the vicinity of the Toots and when taken up causes

| injury to the shoot initials. Drought conditions in the winter
! would tend to reduce the effectiveness of the agent in that the

! granules would not disintegrate. However, under winter drought

o conditions, plant growth also would be halted, only to resume

With the onset of warmer weather and rains. The case for winter
application is primarily the latitude possible in selection of

time of attack, which may be 4-6 weeks. Applications to spring
planted cereals, to be effective would have to be made within a

~ much shorter period (10-14 days), ss is also even more sharply

spring planted cereals which for maximum effectiveness would have

to be made at or near to flowering (or another emergence).

| BIOLOGICAL ANTIOROP Bi AGENT PROPERTIES
te BN 3. The term biological agent, as used here, does not include

| all possibleergantony vat might kill or severely injure crops.

.  blologheal anticrop agent. The biological agents to be dis-
i 2.oussed are those the potentislitics of wich heve suggested
i) their use against an enehy. in time of war and whieh are now in
: © various stages of development: stem rust of wheat has been
i standardized end Lo in production, ste Fust of ye is still in
{ ! thie Fsearch stage and judging from the present knowledge of the
5 pathogen and the many problems attendant in its development,
Hi it 1s questionable whether it will be available in operational

quantities by 195%. Previous work on stem rust of oats hes been i
x suspended but if required,“stem rust of oats might be made

| mm on
bi
] } : TOP SECRET SECURITY INFORMATION
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available in operational quantities by 1954. No work has been

| of potatoes and head "blast" of rice are similarly under develop-

|| mont ana coud bo avatiabie tnoperationad qunities by 155%.
|

12. The requirements of a plant pathogen for employment in

a in quantity in a virulent and relatively stable form, be capable

LE rg ents san eureio ss no ee
| properties, be capable then of establishing a damaging disease

| which spreads from plant to plant and field to field, to give
an eptdene (or epiphytotic) beyond the ability of the enemy to

“control,

13. Inasmuch as blological agents are self-propagating and are

capable of causing opidemics, the logistics of their use are
attractive. Certain elements of uncertainty are inherently
Present. Both primary infection and subsequent spread are

R dependent on the presence of susceptible host plants end a
favorable combination of environmental conditions. Although
these meterologlcal factors are usually not too sharply circum-

scribed, they contribute directly to.the difficulties of pre-

atetion of extent of crop losses that may be anticipated. The
- "generation tiie" on the host plant (time from application of

“ infective.cellstodevelopment of lesions from which the infec-
© tive cells may be carried to adjacent plants) is frequently in

the region of 7-10 days, To take full advantage of the epidemic

‘potentialities of a plant pathogen, the initial application

¢ ; should be made as early in the growing season as is compatible

with the expectatioh of opbimum meteorological conditions. The
later in the season the agent is initially applied, the less

ting menainsfor successive steps of infection, reproduction
and spread. Extensive yield reductions are usually correlated

With presence of the pathogen early in the growing cycle.

© TOP SECRET - B-15 - Enclosure "E"
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| 14. Plant pathogens in general are specific for particular
| crops, and especially 1s this tru of those cavsing extensive
| ¥101a roaustions, When related or non-related crops are infested
| with the same agent, the extent of the injury accomplished is
| usually less than on the crop for which the agent was primarily

~ | vesponses to a particular pathogen, from complete susceptibility
| to. complete resistance. Conversely, strains or races of a
| partiovier pathogen may be found with & wide range of pathogen-
| icity or virulence. This greatly complicates the planning of

anticrop attacks against an enemy since there mist be available
“ Knowledge as to the varieties of the target crop and the suscep-

©1b11ity of those varieties to availsble strains or races.

CEREAL RuSTS
15. General. Stem rust, caused by the fungus Pucoinia’graminis,

1s the most destructive pathogen of the cereal orops. It is an
- Obligate parasite; that is, it cannot grow and develop other than

in the tissues of the plant it parasitizes, Puccinia graminis
has £ive possible spore forms and requires two different kinds
of host plants to complete its life cycle. Several varieties
of Puccinia graminis exist, cach primarily infecting different

© cereals or grasses,
2. Spore oyele. The primary hosts of stem rust ave wheat,

"barley and rye; the alternate host is the barberry. Te
barberry itself and the spores produced upon it, are come

© paratively unimportantinthe epidemiology of stem rust of
5 vt arnt on fogdgetirn, 2% 1r vmeeet moe me

. portant in producing epidemic stem must on rye and grasses.
The stage that infects the barberry will overwinter in
téierate climates. In the carly spring, after the rust hasBn mn snore, aoton md
surface of the barberry leaf. The spores formed in these
pustules carry the disease to the graminaceous host (crest), .
he sexual stage occurs only on the barberry; the

+ mop seeRer - B16 - Enclosure "E"
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presence of barberries, therefore, 1s sssoclated With the
appearance of new combinations having different degrees of

| vimience ana pathencgentotty.

i the spore from the barberry germinates and produces a

wo pore (stoma) or may penetrate the cuticle and wall of the

| epidernis alrectly. Once within the host the rust mycelium
| “feats stony or rapidly, depending upon the Telative
[ resistance of the variety of wheat or other graln to the

particular race of infecting rust. In any case, in from

a 8 to 10 days pustules appesr on the host leaves and
another type of spore, the uedospore, makes ite pppearance.
In stem rust the uredospore Ls capable of relnfecting
the grantnaceous host. It cannot infect the barberry. The
uredospore is thick walled, yellow, red, or orange in

color, 15-20 microns in size, and well adapted td wind
: atstribution. It may be cafried hundreds of allds by the

Wing and S611 retain ite infective quality. The wredo-
spores are not hardy enough to overwinter in cold climates,

|. but where nila winters occur, they provide a threat in the
} spring to susceptible grains in the direction of tho pre-
t, ““valling wing.

. 7{e) During favorable growing condisions for the host,
a single rust pustule may produce and release spores

datly for a period of 10 days to two weeks. A single
2. pustule may produce from half a million to a million new

uredosporss dusisig His period. Unfavorable conditions
such as high temperatures or approaching maturity may
cause uredospére production to slow down or sop. Instead,

75% “teltospores are produced which are not capable of infecting

| other cereal plants but which ave resistant and remain
visble through the winter on the straw. In the Spring the
telta germinate and produce another spore from which it
is capable of Teinfecting the barberry.

708 sserEr -m-17- . Enclosure "E"
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| b. Mode of action: Tn the study of rust epidemiology
| the physiology of the uredospote 1s of chief interest.
| Although wheat 1s attacked by Hoth the epores formed on the
|". barborry and the uredospores formed during successive genera-
| tions on the wheat, 15 1s the uredo stage that gives rise to -
| cptdontos. ko with the spores from the barherry, infection

- of the wheat plant by the uedospore takes place by the
formation of a germ tube upon germination of the spore. This
ger tube usually enters through & leaf breathing pore (stoma)
but 16 may enter the cuticle and cpidermis of the leaf or
stem directly. Even under ideal conditions the percentage

- of spores which infect and cause the development of pustules

1s not high.

16. A heavy stem rust infection on the leaves aud sheath
greatly reduces the photosynthetic area of the plant, end on
the nek may Teault in interference with transport to the head

. and therefore with the filling of the grain. It is reported
that water loss is substantial through the pustular splits on
leaves and sheath, and that diseased plants may therefore be
in a condition of water stress in droughty periods.

| 17. Infection time is the period from the time that rust
- spires begin germinating on plant tlssucs to the time when

. “the mycelium hi3 penetrated the plant and established a success-
ful nutritional relationship with the host. Under favorable

© conditions, this is a matter of mo more than six hows. During
“this period, the rust fungls 1s very vulnerable to external

- environment. Low temperstures or dryness may delay or check
‘the infection process, or destroy the changes for infection by

spores. The studies of numerous Workers indicate that the rust
orgahion 1s incapsble of infection and growth 2 temperatures
lower than 50% or greates than 90°F. The optimum emperstures

Ite between 650P and 75°F." High humidities approximating 100 per |
cent ars necessary to produce rapid infection of the plant. As .
‘temperature and relative humidity vary from these conditions

: TOP SECRET -E-18 - Enclosure "E"
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i the length of infection time is prolonged. Under natural

| sven curing tne snfeotton period would seuse gemination end
| mentor ivaston of sha bot. thas 50 & ox hee,particu
| ary 1c digas rains or aews occurred during this time. Spores
| washed off the pient by heavy rains would be incapable of
| csustng infection until picked up by the wind and again brought
| nto contact with a plant. Short of freezing temperatures,

| urecofiictes ave capable of withstanding comparatively drastic
weather conditions while retaining viability. Once germinetion
nas ‘commenced, however, the spore 1 much more vulperable,

“ particularly to desieation.

18. Incubation time is the period which elapses between

establishment of infection and development of an open lesion
on pustule in which new uredosporcs ave produced. This period
varies considerably depending on enviromental conditions.

& Under optimum conditions in the greenhouse, 1t is about 7 days

and'in the 1014 7-10 deys. In the Amur and RostoY regions
of the USSR the incubation period has been stated to be apPrOR-
imately 8 days. Low day or night temperatures lengthen the

period of incubation.

cL 419.- Creal rust infections are rarely so intense that the

plant ales Tepidly. " Stunting due to reduction of leat area
: and injury to the neck together result in a fallure of the

grain to fill. Shrivelledgrain and empty h:ads are common; the

redictions in yieldarise prinertly from this cause. The

i Weakened stems and heads often break over Tendering hervest
more aierions. |
EPIDEMIOLOGY AND PROBABLEcrop. LOSSES

7’. The effective employment of cereal rusts as anticrop
agents depends on first, the initial establishment of infection

- and second, subsequent substantial spread of the disease to
accomplish significant crop injury so that yields are reduced. |
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| The evaluation of these componehie is a matter of atfficulty,
| 1t vetng borne in mina that although the second cannot happen

| inevitably followed by the second.
a. Infection.

(1) The initial establishment of infection depends
~ on the retention of viable spores of a virulent race on

i “the presence of suffictently favorable micro-meterclogical
t conditions in the immediate vicinity of the spores so

that germination proceeds and the germstubes enter the
“ plant tissues. Uredospores are mot particularly fragile

or sensitive to conditions less than optimum. The
“definition of recommended conditions for spore processing

and long storage, has given rise to an impression of a
lack of spore stability that is at varisnce with facts.

| In nature uredospores are exposed to wind transport end
| Widely fluctuating temperatures and humidities inthe

normal diurnal cyeles, yet many reteln the ability to
infect for days. Since it can be assumed that in an

| anticrop attack only spores of hizh to moderate viability
: - and vigor would be distributed and that the distribution

© System would be such that these characteristics would
. not be impaired, the primary issue is the likelihood

would probably be subjected to attack the ground surface
Jo 15 largely covered by the seedling plants. In unpublished
hy studies at Camp Detrick the per cent contact of chemical

: sprays by ceresls at varicus stages has been determined
,_ @0d-found to be much higher than anticipated (50-70%
increasing with the development of the crop). However,

the situation with spores 1s not entirely comparable,
because ‘a droplet once 16 contacts tho plant is,retained
snereas a spore,may Wellbe, later dislodged: Hues Grappedby

TOP SECRET SECURITY INFORMATION
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Jodged by wind movement. Distribution onto wet or dews

~ laden plants might greatly enhance retention. -

i has shown that only a small percentage (2-4%) of viable

-, ment of lesions.” The germ tubes from many spores which

and the temperature is in the vielnity of 70°F. At

(etrea 8) if infection is to be established. Ideal

+. metature contstions shen become adverse. This in mature
© pechaba Secounte For the fatture of most spores to

infect. - |

(3) In summary, it can be concluded that only 2 very

y sell fraction of tb spores deposited on 2 terget will
> germinate 2nd forn.pustules, and that the most critical

: requirement is that of thé onset of 5atlsfactory mebeoPo-»

,_ ological corditions from time “of ‘destridution for germina-

=» tion ‘ahd pénetragion within a few hours of at most a fow days.

b. spread.
(1) Once infection has successfully been established

so ss I
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| develop, being manifest first in the form of a fleck of
| Lighter color on the eat or stem, Shs belag followed

by 2 splitting of the ehidernis and the appearance of
the characteristic reddish-brown pustule in which

: | large numbers of uredospores re produced. Under optimum

i conditions of crop growth the pustule may develop in
~o 6-8 days. Cool conditions may delay pustule development.

i Large numbers of uredospores are produced terminally
“onthe fungal hyphae and may be carried by wind to
adjacent or distant plants, there in turn to establish

the disease. Each active pustule may be considered as
- 2 small "continuous generator" for a period of two

weeks or do. Data are scanty but figures of the order -
of 50-60,000 spores per day to a total of 700,000-1,000,000 .

per pustule have been recorded. These represent spores
which as produced are of high viability. Many are
carried to plants in the imediate vicinity of the

: parent pustule; others may be carried great distances.

It 1s common field experience, however, to be able to
see centers of heavy infection, presumably surrounding
the initial pustule. These centers are not ordlmarily

a visible until the third generation,
. "7 (2) Inesmuch as wredospores ave produced from pustules

be for g péFiod of many day, the likelihood of establishment
of secondsry and tertiary infections is high. Sometime
during the period of two weeks or so of pustule pro-

; i ductivity the. optimii-minimum permissible conditions

for infection are likely. to be encountered. It can

: therefore be- concluded that the establishment of primary
: , infection sites is much more critical than secondary

om sites in the development of an epidemic.

(3) B1though there are many observations on outbresks
of cereal rust in the field there is no consistency of
pattern that permits caloulation of the probabilities of .
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spread, and the probable area of disease injury. Very

little experimental epidemiology has been carried out,
and Tecourse must therefore be had to observations on

appearance of the disease has been followed subsequent
| to a known spore “shover’; in others the disease has

~ developed from the seciospores Originating on a barberry
|." ora grow of barverries.
| (4) Tn the outbreaks in the Plains states snd the Red

River Valley the initiel infections arise from uredospores
airborne from the south. Estimates of density of spore

. deposition have been made from the humbers of spores
adhering to coated slides. Such figures do not form
any reliable index of the numbers which might be retained
on cereal leaves in the vicinity, nor are all spores
So trapped necessarily viable. Gertainly there has
been no consietent or dependable relationship between

¥ density of spore shower and intensity of outbreak of
rust. fgaln the dominant factor is the presence of
favorable meteorological conditions. In general, the
primary infections, when detected, are guite ight. Only
occasional pustules are visible; only & low percentage

' "nor ‘the plants bear pustules. From that point however,
2 rapid bufld-up occurs if environmental conditions are

favorable, and in as-little as two weeks more all plants

ney be infected. Thereafter the intensity and severity
rapidly increase go that in a further two weeks most of

~ the leaf and much of he stem may be involved, without

Viste yield reductions are not severe.”
-(5) The experiences in relation to spread from barberry

"bushes are very diverse. Generally speaking spread from
such sources appears to have been local only (not in
excess of one mile)..-In many cases, however only one,

377T7ThePINECaRpTrlels using oats and oat stem rust, about
8 per cent of the plants had developed pustules in 14 days :
following a spore deposition which must have averaged less
than 0.1g/acre. After a further week half the mlante were
involved, and at h weeks almost 100 per cent of the plants
cerricd pustules.
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much greater than one mile. It must also be pointed out

| that "small" rust outbreaks are far easier to trace back

~ chances of finding the source are remote, and that in

i someareas at least the barberry infections may be

(6) Moreover, the barberry data have been compiled

“o and rot as a part of studies on rust epidemiology. The

barberry acts as a continuous generator of aeclospores,

BN single barberry bush or a small group of bushes cannot

be considered as parallelling a feather bomb drop.

Lo (7) Whether the initial source of spores causing the

-o™ appearance of ‘pustules in a cereal crop be uredospores

‘ the greater.1s the number of rust spores produced, and

™ the greater is the ilkellnood of massive infection and

yield reduction. With a limited amount of jnoculum to

Tagny deposition rate would be preferable to one which

time required for the spore generation, and the probabili-

ties of injury both Pavor early establishment of infection. .
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| (8) to the existing data do not support any
| definitive factor for decondary spread of rust, and

the corresponding radii for heavy yield reduction, WSEG

asked the Operations Research Office, Department of the
| Army, and the Office of Solentifid Intelligence, Central

C1. osertigence hgenor, to review these data snd to prepare
~ an estimate for the secondary spread factor. Tne

} conclusion of this group, based on an analysis of

Tilted States and Cenadian cereal rust epidemics, wes
that the primary infection from one E-T3 feather bomb
could reasonably be expected to spread over 100 square

o niles and cause heavy yield reductions. This estimete
takes account of delays due to short periods of weather
unfavorable for infection, the anticipated discontinuity
of plantings and stage differences in spring planted

cereals caused by variations in planting dates. Evidence
obtatneble from Americen examples of rust spread

| I indicates that if seasonal and other conditions are

less favorable the spread of heavy demage mey be less
than one mile, while under move favorable circumstances
the spread of heavy damage may be as much 2s 250 squere

ERE miles. The estimate for 100 square miles does not take
cL “.hecount of the fact that the growing environment in the

| USSR is ilioh: less favorable for the development of .
| cereal grains (and hence of rusts) then is true in

either thé United States or Canada. No allowance has }
Coe boo wade for Wap Satvor.

(ec) Yield reductiod.

(1) The cereal rusts and in pertieulsr the stem
+ wuste ave demaging disesses. Plants of susceptible
- varieties, heavily infected by virulent races, may never

reach maturity and if infected early may Indeed never
head. A reduction of 100 per cont in yields of
individual plente 13 therefore entirely possible. :
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| Fully resistent varieties on the other hand

may be almost unaffected: Prediotiuns of.yield
reductions therefore cai only be made with knowledge
of the combinations of veriety and race involved. However,

| many races are essentially similar, rather than dissimilar,

Co and atffer only with respect to their ability to infect
Nd one particular variety of those used to differentiate

! races (twelve for wheat stem rust). Combinations of
| Tdces would be selected in any planned anticrop operation,
; based on available knowledge of varieties in the target

area.
@ (2) In natural epidemics, even those regarded as

severe, complete crop losses over any extensive area do

. not ocour. The usual pattern is a complex of heavy to
slight yield reductions, with a tendency for areas

having similar planting dates and environmental conditions

So be equally affected. In & few townships or a ounty
: the average losses may be heavy; in nearby townships or

the adjacent county yields may be less affected. In
caloulating on the basis of larger political subdivisions

. "heavy" losses might be 50% of total anticipated production,

| 45 indicated eariter there may also be a sibstantil
: " *_. reduction in quality due to the presence of shrivelled

oa and ightkerndls.

(3) 1¢ cannot be too strongly emphasized that “navy”
. Losses ars correlated with eerly eppearsnce of inoculum )

+5 aha establishment, ofprimary infection, and with the
A prevalence of conditions generally favorable to the
\ establishment of an epidemic during much of the subsequent

period.
2° (4) In the U. 5. yield losses in winter wheat in

Kansas and Nebraska are rarely significant, becsuse the
rust inoculum if present comes in too late to esteblisn
an epidemic, but spores then increased ere carried north )
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and into the Dakotas, there to cateh the spring wheats ab
an earlier and move vulnerable stage.

i (5) Based on the preceding discussion and for purposes

So employed for the 100 square mile areas covered by the spread
| factor specified above, it being presupposed that the

o | operations are carried out with full knowledge of the
|| nature of the missions and with adequate plemning based on
| Failavle infornation on planting and/or maturity dates,

crop patterns, varieties, and weather forecasts.
i Stem rust - winter wheat 30 - 60%

] - spring wheat 30 - 60g #
- barley 20 - Log wx

- rye 20 - log wes
Stem and

Crown rust - oats 30 - 60%

~¥Tn wn aves Tn WAIGH BOTH winter and spring wheabo are present
. and in which an attack is made at the appropriate time for

winter wheat, spring wheat losses may be expected to be high.
Separate attack on spring wheat Would mot be necessary.

#% The predicted range for barley is not based on spillover
from wheat and can only be accomplished if specific races
of wheat stem rust virulent for barleys are employed. Thefigures ave lower than those given for wheat because berley
matures move rapidly.

. "wes The predicted range for rye is based on the employment of
. ryé rusts as virulent es can be obtained. The Figures are

lower. than those given for wheat because rye matures more
_-  repidly, ére is evidence that some rye selections do not- become” fully suseoptible until the time of flowering whichleaves only a short period during which the severity of thesense can attain a level which results in yield reduction,

WHEAT STEW RUST ON BARLEY ~
“ 21. Because of apparent inconsistencies in the information

* obtained and opinions ekpressed relative to probable "spill-over
of wheat-gtem rust into barley in the USSR and the extent of
yieldreduction in barley to be anticipated therefrom, the subject

was reviewed with Dr, Karl Quisenberry (Assistant Chief, Bureau
of Plant Industry, USDA) who consulted with Dr. H.A. Redenhiser
(Cnet, Cereal Crop Division, USDA) and in turn with Dr. M.A. .
HoCa1l (ORO).
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| 22. me following eppear to. be the facts to which all were
| prepared to subscribe. These are based, unless otherwise stated,

at vert asi oman vg on ed
© | ‘verlety (Puccinta graminis tritici) of stem rust. Varieties

| both crops vary in relative susceptibility to races of this
N= | stem ust. One race may, or may not, be of equal virulence

| or produce equal losses on the two crops. In the field an
| widely planted varieties the ueual experience is that one race

ie not of equel virulence on both crops. For exemple, the
Whest sten rust race 158 which is highly virulent to many

- wheats and which caused serious losses of spring wheat in

| North Dakota in 1950 has been isolated from barley, but has
fot in the field caused significant yield reduction fn

| commonly planted barleys. ‘The wheat stem must race 59 Which
is damaging to barley is of no consequence on the varieties

of wheat grown widely.
| b. By appropriate research, it mey be possible to find a

race or races of rust equally virulent on both wheat and :

| barley varieties planted in the U. 5. or in the USSR. Such
a race might, or might not, be equal in virulence to those

. having the highest degree of virulence separately for the
~ ibpropriate whest and barley varieties. There has not yet

~* been nearly so mich effort to find and exploit in a breeding
program sources of resistance to rust in barley as in wheats.

2. In years of bad Wheat. stem rust epidemics there has

"been some damage on barley at some locations, bub there

~~ appears to be no, certainty or high probability that this will

be the case. In the severe 1935 epidemic of wheat stem rust,

some Fields of barley weve reported as rusted, In the central’

.ofiins states no close relationship between appearance of
rust on wheat and barley has ever been apparent. In the
United States,in general, barley verieties are earlier
maturing then the wheat varieties in the same area. As a .
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result, barley is 1ikely to escape demage from rust even
| men ne crop becomes infected because 1iftie time remains

for the disease to build-up to the level that would cause

4. In plentings made in Puerto Rico, Florida and atrm,
he | spring barley (Montcalm) though exposed to heavy inoculum

|| of sheat stem mot maces 56, 38 ana 31, asa ro covelop the
| disease, (Camp Detwick data) indicating perhaps move critical
| environmental requirements for establishment of infection

in verley.
“ ©. In some plantings made in South America certain barleys

became heavily rusted as Aid many whesb varieties, the races
involved being those indigenous to the aveas concerned. It
Was not established that the wheats and barleys were in fact
infected by identical or single races (USDA - Oml. Corps date).

- 23. In view of the above considerations, in calculations for

195%, "spill-over® of wheat stem rust to beriey in the USSR 1s
assumed negligible, and no figure for barley losses from an
operation planned primarily for wheat are included in the evalua-
tion. Stemmst races specifically damaging berieys ere known

*. amimighé be developed, therefore, separate calovlations can be
made employing-barley rusts, on the assumption that these could

: be developed in from two to three years.

"OTHER PLANT PATHOOENS -
2, Certain other plant pathogens are under development and

in the opinion of Camp Detick, with appropriate emphasis could
be ready in 1954, Greatest progress has been made With the
organtsn Phytophthera’ infestans which causes the "late blight

disease in the Irish potato. Tris disease has high epidemic
potentialities; plants heavily infected uguelly dle. Unlike the
cereal rusts the causal fungus can be grown in artificial sub-
strates. Production therefore depends on the development of A
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suitable facilities. The major difficulty encountered in its -

employment is the provision of a form of the organism that is
, stable. The sporangia are fragile, and will not withstend

Qrying or freezing. A mycelial (vegetative) form of the

organism hes therefore been preferred, grown in a pelletted
matrix. These infested pellets retain viability on drying.

~ When wetted, the organism grows more rapidly than superficial

| saprophytic contentnants from the soil or air, and sporargia are
| proadied which are then windborne to the leaves of adjacent
| potato plants. The heavy canopy of follage ordinarily present

in well-established potatoes is an aid in maintaining moist
Y conditions. Infection of the plants under the cosl moist

conditions of northerly latitudes is not expected to be limiting.

The epidemiology of the disease is well understood. Fungicidal

sprays at relatively high volumes can provide complete protection

but massive area spraying is expensive in materials and labor.

. 25. For mice, certain leaf spot organisms, notably
RBiriculsria oryzse which cause "blast" of rice are also under

development. The problem of production in a stable infective
forn is not so 4ifficult ss with the late blight organism,
because the conidia which are readily produced in artificial

. substrates, oan be dried without loss of Viability. This
* atsbase,, which 16 the most damaging one known on rice, is serious

+ in certain reas tn the Orient. Resistant varieties of rice are
known. It 1s not believed’that this disease has the epidemic

"| potentislities of the’cereal rusts or late blight, but informa-

ou tion 2s to precise conditions of infection and spread is scanty.
. Supplementing Pinfoularfa is the organism Helminghosporium oryzae

somewhat sinilar in properties, but less damaging in probable
yielq reduction.
26. Although certain virus diseases of plante are under study

by the developing agency it is by no means yet certain that
viruses can be effectively employed as enticrop agents. With

many plant viruses neither infection nor spread is assured With
out the participation of insect vestors.
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CHAPTER IT

i ANTICROP MUNITIONS

a
27. Gonotderation will be given in this portion of the Gis-

o cussion to the anticrop munitions that could possibly be made
| operationally available in 1954. Those munitions are the BE-73

| asa E-86-comparable cluster type bomby, the E-95 three inch

| spherical bomb, the B-27 dry agent disseminator (modified 700

| gallon fuel tank), and the 1,000 gallon capacity spray system.

© Some theoretical characteristics of Chase items axe shown in
- ‘Table V. Although not a part of the anticrop munition group

for manned aircraft, the E-77 anticrop bomb for unmanned bal-

Toons 16 described briefly at the end of his section.

28, Two of the anticrop munitions, the E-73 and E-86 are

designed for the dissemination of pathogenic agents such as rust

| : spores dusted on feathers as carriers. Another type, the 5-95,
12 designed to dissentnae rust spores without benefit of a
essrion, Tiens Wipes tapes swe wi wins ws, Toe SPRY
system, on the other hand, functions while remaining attached

] to the aircraft.and is designed for the dissemination of liquid

© - ansitrop chemteals such as 2,4. .

 E-73 30M, BIOLOGTCAL i
29. The E-T3 bomb, biological is 2 modification of the M16-type

cluster adapter used for dissemination of fragmentation bombs

{Lan propagants Lestlous. Development hme been dune by the
| Chemical Corps at Camp Detrick. The 73 consists of a -fuze +

(M-186R1 on M-155) and a casing having four compartments. In

currént practice, each compartment is loaded With a plastic
impregnated paper container (E2R3) filled with 2} pounds of TX1.

‘There are 10 pounds of TX1 per bomb. The E-73, filled, weighs

| 8b pounds. TX1, a standard anticrop agent fill, consists of
10 parts of agent carrier (Ml) mixed with one part of the agent

1 ma 7 yopseeaet SEEGRTY WroRMATION
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Pucoinia gramints tritict, a cereal rust (TK). This ratio may
be changed if the viability of the Tust bpores has declined
uring storage. The agent carrier will retain up to its own

. weight of cereal rust spores. The ML agent carrier is composed
of dry, washed and fluffed feathers averaging 33" long by 1 1/4"

(| wide. Per bomb, there are at least 53,000 feathers impregnated
| with rust spores. ‘The size of the feathers is less important
| than ©ABIF spore retentive capacity. The B-73 bomb is designed
| 50 that the 2283 contatners are ruptured by an air burst at
| selected altitude. Although the B-73 has beeh developed and

“ tested for the agent TXI, it is equally suitable for spores of
211 cereal rusts or other similar plant pathogenic organisms
that might be infective in a ary or “powdery” condition. Different
pathogens may be placed In the same bomb by mixing them before
packaging or by inserting packages of different kinds of cereal
Tusts within the bomb.

30. The B-73 1s carried on a 500 pound bomb station in bombard-
ment type aircraft. The number of bombs carried per plane is
not limited by weight, but depends upon: (a) the mmber of 500
pound bomb stations In the aircraft, and (b) the number of these

+ erouwnd which there 1s sufficient room to Permit two bombs to be
© carrica instead of one. For example, the B-29 and B-50 can

+ accommodate 56 B-73%s;they have forty 500 pound bow stations,
nd double shackling is possible on 16 of these, The fuze,

| MANGRY or 1-155, 15 a mechanical time fuze which functions by
{ causing the two longitudinal halves of the bomb casing to burst

7 open at 2 selected A16itude. This in turn ruptures the ER pack-
ages which spill the contents (TK)or others) into the atv. The
spomesimpregnated feathers fall to: the ground individually. Bomb
functioning does not affect the viability of the spores since
blast and heat from thefuze mechanism is negligible. Ares cover-
age 2nd density of the agent TX1 on the ground 1s roughly a
function of alr burst altitude, wind velocity to the surface, and :
thermal conditions,

Top_smoRET - E32 - Enclosure "5"
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31. The employment of this munition is based on the principle

that a number of small foci of infection is sufficient to initiate

an epidenic spread of a plant disease: Bach of the kl carriers

when 1t reaches the ground retains many hundreds of the TX spores.

81s0 many spores ave released into the air as a kind of spore

(__ |"snower." The M) carrier literally brushes the spores onto the :

|plants with-wnich 1t comes in contact. In operation the bombs

Iwouta not.necesserily be aimed at a defined target (i.e. a field
of grain). Bombing technique would require only that the individual

bombs be dropped into areas of known target crop concentrations.

W 32. Because coreal rusts cannot withstand freezing, the E-73
Wil require bomb bay heating on many missions against the USSR.

| Such 2 hesting unit is currently under development; it is a
| small, self-contained gas combustion type Which dods mot depend

upon the electrical circuit capacity of the alreraft.

» 33. A major disadvantage of the B-73 is its relatively low

fron the upper rear shackles of both bomb bays on B-29 type air-
craft causing erratic fuze functioning which results in unpredictable
burst altitudes. However, it would appear that the ballistics of

+" this bomb could be improved to overcome ite prosent erratic fall-
“away. ‘it is assuned’that this modification could be made by 1954

4f ‘needed, Another disadvantage of the E-73 is the lack of

temperature protection for the spores during airborne phases.
"Above freezing temperatures willbe maintained, however, by the

("um of the bomb bay heator. described elsewhore.

Top SEGRET SE - 3 Enclosure U5"
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| 34 Totel cost of this munition f1lled with Tl is estimated
| by the cnentea corps a $265i00, of wnt total, $165.00 is
| estimated for the components less TXL and $100.00 for the TXL.

| Development messing.
|

(_ | 3. me £irst test of the "prototype" E-73 was done at Pine
| Camp, N. Y. in August 1950. The munition was an MIGAL cluster
|| adaptor filled and assembled by hand without benefit of techni-
| eal specifications, The target area consisted of sixteen

acre plots of Overland variety oats. The plots were located
in a rectangular area approximstely 11 miles long by 1 miles

©. wide. Three agent £11led munitions were dropped from a B-26
aireraft on the same aiming point. The agent was Race 8 of
oat stem rust (Puceinia graminis avense). Tnis is the only
known Pace of oat stem. rust that is infective to the Overland
variety of oats, There were two major objectives in this

. test: (1) to observe the rust infection obtained in this manners
(2) to cbaerve the functioning of the cluster.

Cluster Pattern.
36. Six (6) clusters were dropped to determine ground pattern

of the Ml carriers. Results of the pattern tests are summarized
©. as follows:

. i

TOP SECRET . a E35 - Enclosure "8"
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| Vv 2/ Y
| Opening altitude Wind velocity Surfaceareacovered

O 1300 feet 25 mph 4.6 sq. mi.
| 80» EIA 5.0 "
i 200s 23 46 ®

2300 * 25" 65
3000 2 go

WY 000 * 23 * 125 0"

TOTORIRTSZ) Roirans tron surface to opening altitude
3/ Determined by recovery of feathers.

The size of the patter varied with altitude. In this perticular
test 1t ranged from 4.6 square miles fron a 1300 foot opening

] - altitude to 12.5 square miles from a 4,000 foot opening Rltitude.

The shape of the pattern was roughly oblong. The-length and

width varied in no set fashion, but generally the length was

| 5 to 10 times the width, -

© densitites in the Srder of 4,000 to 11,000 per square mile with
- din agent concentration of 3% to 93 grams per square mile.

| Infections Observed. -

>. 38, Two weeks after the three munitions with ageht were released,

AN infection was found on 11 of the 16 plots. However, only five

- plots were hit with spore laden feathers from the cluster. It

] was concluded that the six other plots were infected by free

ip
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| spores released from the foathors, The free spores were pre-
| sumanty windborne. to greater distance duo £9 Lesser species
| gravity. Judging from the stmiltancous appearance of primary

infections on plots on which feathers did not fall, 1t wes
estinated that perhaps 2s much as 25 square miles might have

~ been exposed to spores from the clusters dropped. However, it
| should be noted that the wing velocities were relatively high.
| Withinfour weeks after the attack all best plots were infected.
| his 11lustrated a secondary spread of the disease onto plots

that were not exposed to spores from the munition.

39. Although this test was done With oat stem rust, it is
| presumed that wieat ste ust or any offer siEiler disease would

have given similer results.

HO.-At the time the test was terminated 1¢ was estimated that
4 ¥i614 reduction on the 11 plots primarily infected would have

amounted to at least 30 per cent.. This test was done during
the several weeks following the harvest of the local oat crop
1n order to avoid accidental contamination outside the test
area. The test was started six weeks after seeding when the

. Plants were 1n'the late tillering to early boot stage. This
© would ‘Indicate that the plants were well established when

+ First exposed. The first pustules sppeared approximately Go
weeks after exposure. Observations on the prevalence (percent-

‘age of plantsinfected)and severity (peroentage of leaf rea im-
(*- fecked with pustules) were contimed for six weeks. The best was
=’ terminated because uf theorset of inclement weather. ® The late-

ness in initiating the attack relative to erop development and

the early tepmination of the observations would indicate that
the estinated 30 per cent yield reduction could

Top sEoRET - m3 - Enclosure "E"
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| be tnoreased under more favorable conditions.. A greater reduc-
| tion mignt ve expected under conditions when the disease had a ’

Longer tine to exert its effects

i 1. Tt was concluded that a cereal rust epidemic could be

| M1641 cluster adapter (now the E-73). Due to the effects of

|| aoskencer.o ree spores, tne axes of primary nection wes
| greater than the area covered by the spore-laden feathers—-in

} this case 25 square miles or approximately 3 times the observed

area covered by the feathers--from the three munitions. Inasmich

2 2s a mean wind speed as high as 25 miles per hour is not to be

generally anticipated between the point of opening and the

ground, 1t 1s believed that for planning purposes a coverage of

10 square miles per E-73 should be used.

Operational Suitability Testing.

T 42. The USAF is currently engaged in studying the operational

suitability of the E-T3 ab the Alr Proving Growsd, Belin Air

Force Base, At this date (30 April 1952), 62 drop tests have been

] made. Thirty-five remsdn to complete the drop schedule. Dotails
of the test procedures are not discussed in this paper. The tests

©. arcintended to provide data on relisbility of the opening

_ mechanism,fuzéfunctioning, and surface density and distribu

altitudes and fuzed to open at various altitudes. Meteorological

} conditions are recorded, comurrently with the drop tests.

43, No official test daba were available from these teste

at the vine of writing this report, However, en interview with

SY
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| with burst altitudes of approximately 1600 feet and wind

| same onder of magnitude as indicated by the Pine Camp bests

| #4. 5-29 ana B-50 atroratt ave being employed for operation-

| et eusiabiitty tostine. Tt ao been caterminea a the hse
Proving Ground that the present version of the E-73 is un-

satisfactory for bombing altitudes above 15,000 feet, This

? 1is-largely due to the relatively low weight-volume ratio of

the munition, At altitudes above 15,000 feet there is con-

vay chseaotoristics and soceatenal Susbling dn the Treo-fall
© phase hicn smpatee or prevents proper fuze funsbiontne.

Four out of 62 fuzes (M155 type) falléd to function for mech-

anical reasons. Three E2R3 packages out of an observed 100

failed to open for undetermined reasons.

. #5. Melfunctioning of bombs from the upper reer ohackles

- . might be obviated by adding nose weights or even by replacing

ine ose BER pass by = dummy of greater mass. Though the
" Jatter would reduce the usable space per bomb by 25 per cent,

the effect wowld be less drastic than that imposed by the

© masses of not sing the spper rear shackles.

~~ 46. Tho estimated mnitloh cost per aircraft is $14,840
using 56 E-T3's per plane load.

i -
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£86, BOWS, BIOLOGICAL
| 47. This item is an improved version of the E-73. It will

consist of a suitable fuze, a casing such as the E-48 adapter,

| and fivé plastic packages of agent. The packages are similar

to the B2R3 containers mentioned in connection with the E73.

- Plus agent. Assuming the seme proportions of feathers (1) to

i agent (zx) as described for the E-73, this bomb would contain

| 1.2 pounds of rust spores.

48. The B-86, filled, weighs 238 pounds and fits on the 500 1b.

bomb station. The mechanics of operation and principles of employ-

ment are similar to those mentioned under the E-T3 except that

each plastic package will have its own individual opening mech-

anism. The mechanism is a time delay device armed at the time
of cluster opening with a few seconds delay.

} 149. Heating and insulation ave provided as integral parts of

the E-86. This is an improvement over the E-73. If the tempera-

ture outside the bomb is -48° P. it will require a power of 100

watts, calculated per bomb, to maintain an inside temperature of
40 - 50° F. (best storage temperature). It appears that the

Present electrical circuits of bombardment aircraft can ac
- commpdate this additional load under combat conditions. For an

_ outside temperature of -650 F. the requirement for electric power
1s caleulated to be 140 watts to maintain the same internal

temperature. Insulation inside. the 8-86 casing is provided by
one inch of styrofoam. In the event of emergency shut-off of

~~ electrical power the siyrofoam insulation is expected to provide

sufficient protection to permit continuation of a mission.

Thereare no date availeble on this point. The increased weight
of ‘the E-86 and its aerodynamic shape will also improve the

ballistics characteristics and possibly eliminate such problems
as buffeting ocolrring in bémb bays of B-29 and B-50 aircraft

above 15,000 ft. altitude, *

. Top spomer - Elo + Enclosure "8"
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50, The effective payload of the E-86 bomb 1s 20 per cent more

| than that of the 5-73. mo pulry area coverage wil2 be similar

| in size due to similarity of the content and construction.

51, Total cost of this munition filled with TX1 is estimated -

. by the Chemical Corps at $620.00. OF this total, $500.00 is

~ estimated for the components less TXI and $120.00 for the TXL.

| The total munition cost per plane load 1s estimated at $24,800.

| he adaivional cost of the E-86 in comparison with the E-T3

| provides a mors refined munition but no appreciable increase

in mechanical effectiveness. The E-86 apparently offers two

# advantages over the 5-73: (1) higher bombing altitude due to

| improved weight, ana(2) 20 per cent agent per bomb. On the other

hand, tho addition of separate opening device on cach of the
packages in the bomb gives cause to expect some mechanical

failures in package opening while seeming to offer no apparent

aavantage.

50. The B-86 1a not expected to be operationally availeble

until mid-1954. No field test data are available at this time,

but as stated above, 16s perfornnance can be aswied to be almost

identical to the E-T3.

© 5-03,50M, BloocTon
. 53. nis mnision is designed primarily as a dlsseminator of

free spoves--that is to say, spores not contained on a carrier

© of some sont. Asmming nat cash Liam LL contath 70 gems of
spores, then 6.5 will eontain the seme quantity of spores as

a one B-73, and 360 E-g5's-would be equivalent in agent payload

to one B-50 plane load of E-73'5 (assuring 56 B-73's maximum

load. “The 364 E-95 munitions would weigh roughly 328 pounds

a compared with 4,704 pounds for 36 E-73's, However, the

factor of importance on an aircraft payload basis 1s mot the

weight limitations agmuch as space limitations.

T0p_sgoren mm. Enclosure "8"
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54. This item ic a small spherical bomb, It is thrée inches
tn diameter made out of plastic and designed for a barometric
fuze. The E-95 is designed to weigh slightly less than ore

} pelt when £1lled. It will contain approximately 70 grams of

| must spore.

1 55. me fuse wits cause the wo haves of she sphere to separate
| ata low altitude, thereby releasing free spores into the air.
| Spomé Tiability should be unaffected by this method of release.

Successful employment of these spheres, however, may well depend
on the sensitivity and reliebility of the fuze. Available

© knowledge of tne ballistics of rust spores suggests that, in
order to obtain an adequate’ ground density at low to moderate
wind speeds, the altitude of release may well be under 200 fect
and perhaps bo under 100 feet. Using the same mean spore dis-
position rate as was achieved in the Pine Cemp trials with B-73
bods, the contents of one 5-5 sphere should be distributed

] : over 700 acres, or somewhat more than one squere mile.

56. The developing agency (Chemical Corps) does mot contemplate
clustering the B-95 in 2 cluster adapter. Current plans indicate
that the spheres will be released individually from a simple vat

© orhoppor-like container in the aireraft. It is proposed that
" gtosemtnation of email minitions can be done as well without

| "clustering in an adapter suspended from bomb shackles. A large
contadner suitable for ejecting the individual spheres poses no

problem to the developing agency. Such a container could bo
(__ developed for suspension In the bomb bay of bomber aircraft or

mounted in the cargo Sompartment of transport aircraft. Develop-

withysperational avallebility by mid-1954. Total cost of the B-95

is now ostimated by the Chemical Corps to be $26,00 of whion
$10.00 15 estimated for the, components less agent £111 and $16.00

| for the agent £111. _

zor _secnmr - she - Enclosure "3"
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57. For the purpose of drawing & rough comparison between the

zr and E-95 on an aireraft load basis it will be necessary to

estimate the total number of E-95's that a B-29 or B-50 could

accommodate. As pointed out above 1t is planned to distribute
the B-95 from a hopper type disseminator carried in the bomb bay.

(_ |16 16 known tron tavestigations on the design of the spray systen
| (assesses later) that a unit measuring 120x60x51 inches suspended
| from special racks will £1t in a B-29 bomb bay. A hopper of that

Is1ze contains 367,200 cubic inches. Assuming one E-95 to occupy

127 cubic indhes the maximum possible number of E-g5's per bomb

bay would be approximately 13,600. Assuming one E-95 to weigh

“10.9 pounds the mextuum weight of bombs alone would be 0.9 X 13,600
or 12,240 pounds. If one assumes that a hopper device Would
Weight 750 pounds then the total combined weight per bomb bey
would be 12,990 pounds. ‘On the basis of 70 grams of rust spores

per E-95 the total agent weight per bomb bay would be approximate-

- 13 2,100 pounds. Using 0.1 gram of agent per sore as a desired

cally contain sufficient inoculum to infect 14,890 square miles.

| 58. A serious limitation exists in connection with the E-05.
.. ‘There is little pr no knowledge at this time on the behavior of

*. frecspores released in the air in a target area. They Would
montedt triedTor mien greater dtstances Shan when clinging
£0 a heavier body such as thé Ml carrier. Although infections

| occur from free spores updér naturel conditions, there is no
basis for comparing the effedtiveness of single spore infections

"with infections started bya mass of spores on a carriér. There-

‘fore, conclusions on the relative on-target effectiveness of the
E-73 or E~86 versus the E-95 would be conjectures at this point.

Horéousk, the B-95 does not lend itself so resdily as does the
B73 to the solution of the problem posed by the availability of
spores having reduced viability, as occurs in some stored batches
of ‘spores. A reduction in VIab1ity of 50 per Gent would be

TOP SECRET SECURITY INFORMATION
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|| cmosetn fo tn om 273 by; dvi sh suno sgn
| applied to the feathers wibhott changing the area covered per

| sortie; in the 5-95 spheres Hb suoh compensation could be made

"| from the theoretical maximum level, because more spheres Would

( | have to be distributed to approach the desired effective spore

7 | rate por sore. It io concluded that a meaningful compavative

| valuation of tho two mnttions cannot now be made, and therefore
the B-95 will not bo used in making computation.

CHEMICAL, SPRAY SYSTE

5 55. The effectivencssof certain chemicals (L.e., 24-D and

2,4,5-7) against crops has been established. Continued research

has wade 16 more apparent thet serial dissemination might be

logistically feasible, The engineering design of a suitable

spray, system for operational aiveraft is completed. Tne work

© 1s being done by the Wright Air Development Center with collabore-

| ° “tion of the Chemical Corps.

60. To prototypes of the system are planned for completion by

August this yeer. Immediately following, it is plemned to run

practical T1eld tests at Avon Park Bombing Range, Florida, where

+ previous cngircering and development tests had boon done.

| + 61. mi aystem consists of a tank for the agent, pumping system,

| . weight of 865 pounds when empty. The filled weight will be

*. approxthately 11,765 pounds. One complete unit can be contained

“_/ in each bomb bay of a B29 ov B-50, or 2 C-119 cargo aircraft.

In the B-20 typethe unit will be suspended on bomb-bay shackles

| and will be Jetbisonsble in flight, In the O-119 aircraft it
WilfYost in 2 cradle on the cargo floor and could be manuslly
Jettisoned if necessary.

62. The unit will have four detachable fully castering wheels

| for towing wp to 10 miles per Hour on concrete surfaces. Final .
positioning under a bomb bay Will be manual, Holsting the tank

| TOP SEGRER Enclosure "E"
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unit into the bomb bay will be dohe in a mamner similar to the

i B-29, Installation in a C-119 type aircraft will be done as

| sresortbed for any similar cargo loading.

| of 137 ouble feet. Fully loaded it will weigh 10,900 pounds. A

| #rtttng port ona aptach poor vent waa. be provided in he op
| of the Tank. Insulation is provided by suitable insulating
| board and material about one inch thick. The tank will be filled

after installation by means of a modified F-1, F-2, or F-6 re-

a fueling trailer. The modification of the refueling trailer will

be such as to enable Teconverston with minimum time and effort.
The gent will be pre-heated to & temperature of 90°F. during

£1114ng operations by passing it through a liquid combustion

heater similar to that used on the E3R2 Incendiary Oil Mixing

' end Transfer Unit. Pre-heating of the agent plus insulation of

of an eight hour mission under temperatures obtaining af opera-
tional altitudes.

| «7 ratgof 150 gallons per minute under a pressure of 35 psi. The .

"maximum pump cepacity is 200 gallons per minute under 35 psi

* pressure with an input of 71/2 HP.

. 65. The pump is:powered by an air-cooled intcrnl combustion argh

delivering a recommended mikimum of 7.5 HP ab 5,000 feet altitude.

| ht It will be self starving by means of a 12 volt starting battery.

Fuel Will be providedby a two-gallon capacity bank, Fuel con

sumption ‘on & mission will be loss than one gallon.
on

66. The pump and engine will be mounted on the tank frame and
together will weigh an estimated 275 pounds, They will feed the

agent to six Bete 32M Fog Nozzles suspended three feet below the

fuselage on B-29 type aircraft. The nozzles will be spaced in

zor semen SEs w Enclosure "E" I
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|| two vous two feet apart in both directions. On 0-119 type air-

craft the nozzles will cxtend through two small doors at the

rear of the cargo compartment. Ib is planned that nozzles can

be extended to Phe outside or withdrawn manually on the 0-119

atroratt. .

~ | 7 provieson 10 made con rapidly dumping the tank contents

| though & Ghscortnoh ns 1a en exengenay.

| 68. Minor aircraft modification will be necessary to install

the system. Mounting racks mist be bolted onto the aireraft

) frame; six semi-cirouler openings will be required in the edges

of the bomb bay doors for nozzle extension; and a fuselage

window less than one squire 00% in size is needed for the ex-

haust, air scoop, and vent line of the engine, In the cases Where

openings ave out in the fuselage a cover plate with seuss fasteners

| wail Be provided.

: 69. It 1s proposed that all work, including aircraft modifica-

tions, can be done at wing level. No information is available

on manhours Tequired to prepare an aircraft for installation

of the system or on readylng the systen for flight after installa-

LL. tion. .

© povEROPMENTAL TESMING
©” 0. In 1950, extensive trials were conducted at Avon Park,

Florids, to determine the offectiveness of low volume spraying

"of pume ov undtluted arbiorop agents from airevaft. The flight

(J tests were done with a USAF C-A7 having a tailored experimental

spray system installed arid 4 Navy AD-1 oquipped With an Aero X24

spray device. From the 1050 tests it was concluded that particle

brecioup was caused to 2 grester extent by the slipstrean and

to a lesser extent by the nozzle type. In terms of ares coverage

both surface winds and altitude of release were important.

TOP_SECRET -E- 46 - Tw» Enclosure INFORMATION
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TABLEVII

| us on 1050 pevmoniiton: mere 10 pepe
EE 6:0

1 Flow Wind velocity
Rate - above the sur- Flight Swath Width(ft)

| eur 15.9 6 1 100 4000  710C
} > 16.1 3 9 100 4875 8650

~ ah? 8 100 3967 6200

i = 16.0 2 8 100 3829 8700

i “ 12,6 8 19 100 5250 8250.
"18 o/s 6 100 2900 8000
" 2i.b 2 9 200 7200 10000

" 17.8 2 6 200 6072 12672
- AD-1 18.6 3 7 100 500 8000
© o 18.6 12 27 100 3500 10560

#% Less than 90% inhibitio. Of test bean plants.

Table VII shows that the installation in tiie C-47 aircraft yielded

a lethal swath from 100° feet altitud- averaging 4,137 feet wide

at an average rate of 1208 acres per minute calculated from six

averaged 6,636 feet wide at a rate of 1912 sores per mimgte. Due

covered beyond the lothal and apparent swaths could not have been

+" cooup beyond the distances recorded. The measured swath widths

“particle sizes and downdraft effect.

+ + Ti, It was concluded from the 1950 tests that 0,01 gallon

Oe {approximately 0.1 1b.) of Pure 2,4.D per acre would kill plante

having comparable sensitivity to red kidney beans.

72. In 1951, development tests on the serial spray system were

expafiged somewhat and included utilization of a USAF B-17 and

B-26, and a Navy ‘AD (Skyraider) and F4U (Corsair) aircraft.

Hajor objectives included studies on liguid chemical anticrop

different places on the aircraft and discharged at various

iS “EM TopSECRET SECIRITY INFORMATION
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| altitudes and airspeeds. The. rost important wesults were obtain-

| ea trom the B17 missions. The B-17 was equipped with two com-

| plete ana independent systems that fed liquid to any one or a
combination or right and left wing, fuselage (near wing roots)

| and tail locations. Data from the B-17 tests are shown in

~~ Table VIII.

TABLE VITT
“EFFECTS OF RELEASE ALTTTUDE AND WIND VELOCITY ON _
TT EFFECTIVE(LETHAL) AREA COVERAGE

Flow Lethal Lethal coverage
Rate Nozzle gat gemn. mY

u lttude (gpm) Location width(rt) Hover Sqpiles Velocity
350 100 Both wings 6,600 2662 4,2 9-12
350 100 Wing & fuselage 8,000 3219 5,0 10-34
500 100 " " 3,200 1280 2,0 4-18
500 100 Wing & tail 5,600 2059 35 6-20
500 54 Both wings 1,800 1937 3.0 cawm-8

200 ago wo oE S80 33 25 220
20 100 tw 1380 35 871 620
750© 100 Fuselage & 21,600 877 136 5-22

tall
. 750 200 tf 9,00 38k 6.0) b-16

000 10 "of 51200 3086 33 3
Too oo tf # Lio 1772 28 218
1000 00 * - 3,400 1353 2.1: Calm-10
1000 50 Tail 5,400 217¢ 3.4 3-14

7 Reported here as a renge from surface to release altitude.

. Of the various.atomizing devices the Bete 32W fog nozzle was con-

- sidéred to be the most generally useful. It also had the advantages

. of swmplicity, Eailabllity, small size, streamline contour, and

adequate flow capacity, THe agents that were proved Go have
satisfactory characteristics for aeriel spraying against crops

“were butyl 2,4-dichloropherdxyacetate, 180propyl 2,4-dichloro-

~  phencxyacetate, and butyl 2,l,5-trichlorophenoxyacetate.

73. fn examination of the data (Table VIII).shows no clear out

correlation from which one can draw fim conclusions. In fact,

the Chemical Corps Biological Laboratories concluded "It was

clearly apparent that no simple relationship exists between alti-

tude of release and breadth of swath." However, it was pointed

out that the test objectives at Avon Park did not include the

; 0p SECRER EET Enclosure UE
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| obtatning of data from which operational plans cowld be drawn.

| Zocatton of the nozales on tie atreraft has a bearing on the dis-

| tribution of aerial sprays. It was observed that the slipstream

from along the fuselage projects downward for 100 - 200 feet,

(| metow 500 seat the commarae sends to make uselage positions fox

| altituaes~fron 500 - 1000 feet 1t was concluded that the fuselage

| ana tail positions would be more desirable because of the down-

Graft effest. It should be polnted out that this mey not be the

“= case with operational aircraft such as the.B:29.

7h. On the basis of the satisfactory results obtained at Avon

Fark the construction of a prototype system described sbove is

now underway. Examination of the data (Table VIII) indicates

$hat one can expect a lethal swath 1 - 4 miles wide when the

| flow rate 1s 100 g.p.m., airspeed of 200 m.p.n., 21TLTUde 350 -

1000 foot, with tho wind velocities at the surface and release

altitude roughly 4 and 17 m.p.h., respectively, This area cover-

age corresponds to 3.3 - 13.2 sd. miles per mime of flight or :

© per 100 gallons of agent. Under combat operations the B-29 would

. Drobably be equipped with only one tank having 1030 gallons cape-

city as doscrived above. Tals would provide a coverage With

 fothal quantibics of agent in the order of 34 - 136 square miles

per B-29. The Field test Gf the prototype system scheduled for

nugust-Septenbor 1052, will yield sone data to chock the validity :

(or the osttmste of dstnal es per atrorslt. There io an sdsision-

, 21 effect from subsdettal dosages Which wid enlarge the fotel

effective apea covered, Sub-lethal dosages couse inhibition of

Blagggronth frequently Sesulsing fn 1icile or no Srusttuiness.

mis 2041tional effective area may approximate the width of the

lethal swath shown in Table VIII.
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| E27, AIRBORNE DRY AGENT DISSEMINATOR

| 75. This device is a modification of the 700 gallon droppable

| fuel tank for B-50 atveraft, (The B-29 is not equipped bo utilize

| the tank). Development is based on the requiremont from the USKF
| £or = tage ospactty continous atssemtrator or cereal grein

| ee vr vet esto o ite bk ee
| unchangel. Te disseminating mechanism is a coparate wilt that
: fits inside the shell of the tank. This internal unit consists

of an agent containor and serew conveyer combination plus a guso- .

“ line burning heater, (The heater provides automatic temperature

conteol.) A small electric motor drives the serew conveyer which
foods the agent to an outlet from the agent container into the
slipstroem of the aiveraft. Preliminary flight tests in February
and March, 1952, proved the mechanism to be satisfactory. Ex-

tensive Flight bests to determine the effectivences of the E-27
: are scheduled for late 1952,

77. The degree to which the E-27 is cffective is contingent, to
a great cxtent, on’the degree to which free spores in the air are

effective in gaining a foothold on the host plant. The 1952
“BW echnical Estimates state that one E-27 is capable of carrying

"600 pounds of spores. It is further stated that 64 grams (.14 lbs.)
of rust spores per square mile will give reasonable assurance of

establishing sufficient fooi of infection to start an epiphytotic.

Assuning &. maximum £111 (600 16s.) and uniform dlstribution one
{_.  B-27 1s theoretically capable of inoculating 4285 square miles

| with primary infection, . Two B-27 (maximum B-50 load) would
| theoretically cerry suffistent inoculum for 8570 square miles.

Houstign, the techniques of employing this dovice have not been
developed, With an agent load of 600 pounds, a line source of
enormous length could be established. The minimum night opera-

tional altitude of the B-50 may well be considerably above the

TOE SECRET “E=5- Enclosure "E"
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| known about the cloud action of free spores at altitudes to make
| a conclusive statement on sulsability of this minttion. Recourse

nay have to be had to a mixture with some carrier to ensure
: Goposssion of the spores near the intended targete, eich of
(| couse waa reduce substantially the agent capacity of the device.

| 76. me voted cont of the 3-27 50 astivated os sanimm of
! $65,000-0¢ which the cost of the agent 1a $60,000 and the munition
| components 1s $5,000,

E77, BIOLOGICAL BOND
“ 79. Another development in the anticrop mnition field is a

device to be carried aloft by umenned balloons, The bomb, E77
Weighs approximately 80 pounds when filled with 18 pounds of
feathers impregnated with two pounds of rust spores. Tests
have been conducted to prove the feasibility of the unmanned

i balloon system as a means of delivery to target areas wp bo 1500
miles from the launching site with a probability of hithing with-
In a cirele of 100 mile radius 75 per cent of the time. These
tests have not been evaluated by WSEG.

_ 80. The flight path of the balloon system and the time of arrival
©7 abuse destination le prediosted on fairly scourate knowledge of

winds aloft. A-tining mechanism will be utilized to release the
"2-77 rom the balloon carriage Within the target eves. A separate

fusing mechaniem on the E77 will cause 1 bo open ab the proper
: altitude after fall-awny from the balloon carriage. Spores on

~ a carrier will then be Felessed into the air end distributed on
the target surface in amanner similar to the pattern from the

2-73.

“817 This item 1c estimated to be available by late 195k. It is
mentioned in this report only to complete the picture of anticrap
minttions that would concelvably be available in 1954, and is
not considered further ir this study. .

ror ssemEr - E51 Enclosure "3"
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PRODUCTION, TRANSPORT, AND STORAGE

GENERAL, DISCUSSION

~. | accoratng to the type of agent employed. Because none of the

| asents pessently under dovetopmens ae nemfal to hunans, the

i insignificant for anticrop agents. Chemical anticrop BW agents

: hand, the use of blological anticrop agents will involve some

handling and storage precautions in common with other biological

case of cereal rusts, and specifically with stem rust of wheat

aes west we eo
£0 that maximum capability is attained at that period. Further-

more, since the agents can only be produced by infecting a .

| eea a cries a ow vs en 2
| nqutrea. fowever, safety of commercial cereals in the 21 20d tn

©" sricniiy areas mist be a paramount consideration through ell

| JA
@ustion and/or procurement of the agents and munitions by the

‘ae¥ivered ta the ZI port of embarkation where the United States

overseas facilities. The-Air Force retains responsibilityfor

overseas storage, handling, and operational delivery. .

w= “EF op seen SECURITYINFORMATION
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| 84, Production and Procurement.

a. Agents. Characteristics of chemical anticrop agents

| Table TX. To date there has been no procurement of these

| agents. In the opinion of the Chemical Corps procurement

| oud not present any uneua problems. AG present, the

‘these chemicals considerably in excess.of sales.

©. Manltions. Too mnttioss for asscatnation of eheniond
anticrop agents are of the "fixed" type, i.e., they will

semen attached to the steered fusing sporstions. Two seh
settons sve being. developed Goes So ETSY, the
to disseminate 2,4-D or 2,4,5-T in a concentrated liquid

] of IPC or other agents as extruded particles or granules

©. The spray system for use in low-level spray operations

i from medium bombardment and cargo-type aircraft 1s presently

© principles of this system were developed in extensive trials

in 1951, and engineering studies have now been completed.

tn te spteton of sh daseptng agenez, the spray s¥sten
4 could be operationsily available by mid-1954, if a require-

sant for 14 snd, - Fare are Tie Prototypes In prosess of
construction, These are designed to utilize standard equip-

dht and stock items wherever possible (motors, pumps,

ment and maintenance problems, The proposed basis of issue

© or sem as [——

TOP SECRET SECURITY INFORMATION
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| wi1d be one spray system por medium bomber or cargo edrerafs
| assigned bo the mission plus 20 per cent spares of basic

| comenents end 100 per cent spares for pumps end pover
| units. Tentative USKP plans ere to equip 2 maximum of two
| tot 5a we 133 eae Re we ei = So

(|e 50 wits ius sopasemnt componente an Inntes
© | above. In view of the comparative simplicity of the system

| together with the comparatively small numbers involved,
i priduction and/or procurement problems appear to be nominal

even if larger quantities were required.

: 85. Storage, Stockpiling and Transport, fhe chemical anti-
“ crop agents considered in this study can be stored indefinitely

under conditions of ordinary "dry" storage, The agents are

usually procured in steel drums containing epproxinately 500
pounds each and may be stored, stockpiled and transported
Without additional packaging. No extraordinary safety precau-

- tions are involved, The transport of the small numbers of

spray systems and hopper dlstributors contemplated would have
a negligible impact upon either Tail or ship transport. No
stockpiling of these items 1s planned. -

1 86. Handling at Operations] Bess. The liquid agents (2,4-D

© and-2,;,5-T esters or chloro TEC) Will be delivered to operation-

aL bases tn 6661 forums, Sxansforsed at She base to modiried FL
or ¥2 fuel units for kranshort to the atreraft and filling of .

© the munitions after thoy have been installed In the aircraft.
» ** piencating to 90°F Will be accomplished by passing the agent

through o heating unit during the #1lling operation. Tae muni-
tions are designed to be installed in the aircraft by personnel

i: ;
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| ab wing lever. Neither the handling of the agent nor the tnstel-

| lation of the munitions will require additional personnel or
| specialized training of the hormal personnel complement of
| operational bases. No extraordinary safety precautions are
| snvolved.

= | sronosror-arscRo weapons
| er. production
| “E:The only plant pathogens currently in production are

spores of stem rust of wheat (Puceinie graminis tritici, races

17, 38, snd 56), standardized as TX, and spores of stem must
. of rye (uccinis gremints gecelis). These are produced by

Bdgewood Arsenal, Chemical Corps, in acceptance of an Al Force
requirement for 1,200 pounds of TX and 4,800 pounds of stem

wast of rye. The developing agency had mot proved the methods
of production at the time when the requirement was cstablished;
cosentially therefore the production operations bo date have
consisted of large-scale experimentation.

(2) The cereal rusts can be produced only infesting
the appropriate host crop, establishing the disease, and
by means of a special harvester, collecting repeatedly

} fron the diseased plant the uredospores produced in
to x pustules on the stem and leaves. Such a production

|. process tmolves unique problems, Inasmuch as the cereal
rusts are only employable offensively in the late spring

and early summer, the production sequence has to be

©." planned to meet the requirements at that time each year.

rt Becsuse the amounts required ave far beyond the amounts
which could be produced in greenhouses, two possible

courses remain. Either the agent mist be produced in 2
“crop planted in the preceding winter in semi-tropical

or southern hemisphere locations, or on 2 crop planted

| TOP SEGRET - 5-56 - Enclosure "E"
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in the nomal cereal season in the previous year. The

| Jabber involves the maintenance of required visbility and

i vseutence for a least 10 manne. Winter production

Co sould involve only three to four months storage, and might

| therefore have to be preferred unless satisfactory ste-

ol bitty contd be secured for longer tern storage.
! (2) The development agency has had two seasons experi-

! “ence in Puerto Rico, and one season's experience at sites

| in the north central states in the ZT. The letter is

y preferred if safety of domestic crops can be assured.

“ Te major problems enter around the selection of &

: suiteble variety of cereal on which to produce rusts.

Comorcially available varieties in general are quite

unsuitable; they have been developed to be high yielding

in a particular ‘eves, to yield griln of good quality and

Go be resistant to Giseases including rust normally en-

- countered in that area. For rust production, on itheother

hand, yield of grain is unimportant, but susceptibility

So those zaces of ust which it is desired to produce

So essential. A degree of susceptibility so high that

= ‘thedevelopment of the infected plant might be halted

Co “».__-would be undesirable. The selection, development, and

Lo ificreage-of seed of such new varieties adapted bo desired

| cress takes ‘sevens yeuvs. In the Interval, Versous
| compromises are necessary, which mist be Fecognized as

} : not providing Liesl production conditions, both with

Nr respect to yields and purlby,

] : (3) Te 1951 productionby the Chemical Corps wes

672 pounds of stem rust of heat and 22h pounds of stem

“23 rust of rye. hs much as 50 pounds of rust (crown rust

of oats) hes been collected from a single acre by repeated

| .
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| harvests in a 14 Gay period, and 15 pounds per acre is

i equipment are based, The experience in 1951 was that the

i over-all average per acre yield of rust was under four
Ea sounds, but this included some aress from viloh no ussble
< material was collected. The low yields in 1951, in the

} Judgnent of Camp Detrick, were due to the highly experi-
“fientel nature of the operation and to the complete un-
availability of seed of suitable quality. The bulk of

} the acceptable material was in fact collected from rela-

y tively ow acres, at a yield in the neighborhood of 10
pounds per acre.

(4) Production operations require irrigation facili-
ties in onder that the diseased crop may be Kept alive
and productive of spores if subjected to moisture stress

by a prolonged dry period. Suitable harvesters capable

- of covering about 15 acres per day have been developed

2nd procured from the Hinneapolis-Holine Company.
(5) Safety of domestic cereals can be assured omy

| by producing races of rusts to which the commercially
BN planted varieties have resistance, or by producing off

La . “a. _sedson, “union may introduce other agronomic problems in

thé selection of suitable varieties. Wheat stem rust

| races 17, 38, and 56.do not constitute a hazard to com-

mercial wheats in the north central states and some

: internountain areas. Stem rusts of rye can be safely
~~ produced in southern Florida in the winter and in Host

northern states. iu the sumer because so Little ye
for grain 1s normally planted ab these times. The pro-

“I auotion of stem rusts of oats and barley might involve

greater difficulties; oat rust could perhaps be produced

3 .
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| off-season in the late summer and early fall, and barley

| rust in non-barley growing areas.
1 (6) The development agency might have difficulty in

Do increase in requirements for stem rusts of wheat and rye

or establishment of requirements for oats and barley

= rusts, not only because of unavailability of suitable

seed in sufficient quantity but because of lack of pre-

cise knowledge and experience in the behavior of probable

varieties on the areas selected, Fully airconditioned

greenhouses adequate and suitable for the production

“ of rust inoculum for such an expanded program will be
completed at Camp Detrick in July 1952.
b. Munitions. The E73R1 bomb 1s the only available

minition for disseminating cereal rust spores. USAF re-

quirements call for 5,000 bombs by March 1953, Present

- stock 1s 4,037 stored in the ZI plus 400 at each of tio
overseas Installations. The bombs and fuses are procurable
through ordnance channels; seven months lead bime is Te-
quired, E2R3 packages made of polyethylene-coated kraft
paper are standardized and procurably commercially; a

: Zeed tine of seven months Ls required. M1 barrier (feathers)
! aveprocured comsredally; lead bine is three months. Tho
©" E-86, Bomb, Biological, an improved version of the ET3RI,

is presently in process. Sf development. Production and pro-

curement 1s expected to be comparable to the ET3RL except
o that the cost ‘less fill will be approximately $500 as com-

pared to $165 £or the BIL. Lead time lo covimated at

six months.

807storage and Stockpiling.
2. Surveillance studies on the stability of cereal rust

spores in storage have yielded conflicting results. Many

TOP SEORET - E59 - Baclosure "E"
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| aspen of spores vertousiy phocsssed pave. ben stored
| for months unter & variety of conditions, and bave still

| been found viable, though the percentage germination may

| have tatten, No simple set of conditions can clesrly be

| spocitiod as being cptimm. Tv is believed, however, that

\=/ | the following will in general apply: reduction of moisture

|" content to 10 to 12 per cont rolstivery soon aster collec-
tion, Followed by bulk packaging under nitrogen end storage

at a temperature of about 40° F. Present practice is to

segregate the field collections on the basis of moisture

@ content, and to hold under pefrigeraticn until drying can

be carried out where necessary. This 1s done in vacuum
tray artors, following which the spores are packaged in
one pound glass containers, evacuated and filled with ary
nitrogen at atmospheric pressure. There is cumiletive
evidence that the initial purity of the product is a signifi-

cent factor in stebility, Samples that do not contain
inorgentc material (sand and clay), and are relatively free
fron other pathogens or from those saprophytic organisms
that develop on the dying leaves of cereal plants inmolst

i} weather, retain viability much longer than contaminated
. “products. Some.of the better material produced in July 1951

deciined refabively little in viability in eight months;

other material had fallén to 25 per cent or below. It is

- ‘believed that the purity of the spores collected will be

} "mich improved as properly selected varieties of cereals
~ become available and bhat in consequence the storage be-

havior of the product will bécome more dependable and

setistastory,
si
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| only be employed in the late spring or early summer, pro-

auction end stockpiling must be programed to meet the
nme. art ma meme Ar me
planning for decline in viability between the time of

~ collection and expected time of use; loss of viability

| cond increase requirements by a factor of four. The
| stored agent will therefore be checked for viability in

the late winter (by 15 February - 1 March), and the filling
plan will be based on the percentege viability determined.

® "The relative proportion of TX and carrier to be placed

in the E2R3 packages can be increased to compensate for

reduction in viability. Only material of high viability

Should be used in the E95 spheres.
©. Bomb casings end fuses ave stored at the Eastern

} Chemical Depot, Bagewsod, Maryland; 800 have been delivered
: to the USAP and are stored at two overseas bases; 4,037

are on hand in the ZI. Material for 6,000 shipping con-

tatners for TXL 1s on hand (each container has & capacity
of four filled E2R3 packages). Material for 24,000 packages

has been procured. 22,000 pounds of Ml carrier (feathers)
- ire stored at Edgewood, Maryland. Additional deliveries

. + of 20,000 ©£5,000 pounds are expected to be completed
by 1 July 1952. No umisual storege difficulties are

anticipated. .

J 89. Janus, Fue,’ sna Seananore.
. a. Present plans call for the shipment of bomb components

less fillvia rail to 2I port of embarkation and water to

~Guavsens bases where they will Be held until operational
needs arise. There sppear to be no unusual handling or
transport problems involved, Bombs will be filled by in-
sertion of B2R3 packages at operational bases Lmediately

prior to use. :
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Center on request from the Air Force. Inasmuch as the

| tne ‘agent £121 (m0) ocaines more rapidly than when in
| Tepito pe

o | will not ordinarily be carried out until a few days before

shipment, The mixing operation is relabively simple, the
FL roe tie is mm ee serins wo omer
| to carry out mixing and £111ing at the appropriate time be-

fore the anticipated employment of the munition,

©. Te mixing of agent and:carrier WILL be carvied out
4. in rotating drums in proportions based on surveillance

figures for viability determined about 15 Pebruary, each
Soar. Mixing will be Gone wider controlled environmental
conditions of H39F # 5° and 50 per cont RH. Some relaxation

of these requirements may be possible, inssmich as the rate
. of moisture uptake by both feathers and spores ig low. The

chief requirement is bo protect the materisl against high
humidity, which would cause prepabure germination of the
spores. At temperatures higher than 43° F. no harmful re-

sults would necessarily follow, The agent-carrier mixture

© wilt bE weighedinto B2RS packages and sealed; these in
turn Will be-packed in fours in sealed cylindrical shipping

"containers to be stored. ab a texperature of 43° F + 5° until

shipped. .
4 Present plans callfor ain transportation of the XL

(L/ uo coment bases. Duttng Srancport. the Semperature sondi-
tions in the airoraft mst be controlled to prevent exposure
to cxtuenes of heat or cold. Temperatures below freezing
{miB¢ be particularly avoided, because spore visbility will

be 10st, On Teceipt ab the forward base, it WAL again be
destrabie to hold these containers at a temperature in the
vicinity of 43° F until. the E2R3 packages are inserted into

- “TOP_SECRET - E-62 - Enclosure "E"
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| the bombs. Aerial transport of E23 packages may not be

feastile 1¢ large scale operations ave plamed, becsuse
| of the ntenvolume wetgnt relationship of these packages.

| wo alternatives are possible. Biter rail end water

| shipment would be adopted, which would call for refrigerated

(_ |  svsce, or the mixing and r111ing might be cerricd out at

| overseas bases, because there ave no special skills, elaborate

| equipment or particular hazards involved, The carrier and

| E2R3 components could be shipped without special precautions;

temperature control ould be necessary for the agent, Which

Would be tremsported in the same containers as prepared

for storage. Insertion of the B2R3 package into the bombs,

perhaps in mixtures determined by the operational plan, will

be accomplished at the forward operational bases by the

normal personnel complement. Some safety precautions may

be necessary in the event that the filling operations were

: carried out in a friendly ares in which cereal crops were

grown,

po

rn
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CHARACTERISTICS OF ANFTCROP WEAPONS SYSTEMS

| UNITED STATES ATR FORCE ATRCRAFT AVAILABLE IN 1954

| 90. The numbers, types, and characteristics of USAF combat

units program for mid-195% eppeers in Enclosure "C', Chapter II.

|| mambers of trorart witch shoud be on baa tn operations untss
| tn m0-195%, and whieh could have an operational cepebility for

the delivery of anticrop agents and minitions ageinst the USSR.
TABLE X

ESTIMATED TYPES AND NUMBERS OF UNITED STATES ATR FORCE
a =AIRCRAFTAVALLARLEFOR ANTIGROPATTACKSTNI95F *

pe No of vings o% Ainerarton Fang
B-36 T 20%

B-50 * 5 190

B47 12 593

© meg 20 350

| ) ee OR Shoks Way 1658, Projected Alrorath
Inventory, SECRET.

UNITS WITH AN ANTICROP BW DELTVERY CAPARTLITY
} 91. The 20 June 195 directive of the Vice Chief of Staff,

+ uaap-ephrosch toyerd ettetmont ofa BU-CW delivery capebility
1s discussed in detail in Enclosure "C,Chspter IT. Relative

] © to anticrép BW 1t was dimected that appropriate action be taken

to assure sustained combat cepability in eir force units phased

©. as follower "
UU a. Phase TT - 31 Desenber 1953

. (1) sac - hme wings of medfum bombers to be
operationally capable of employing biological agents

“I using "interim" and such preferred munitions as are

available: =

Anticrop
(a) m1,

| : (b) Eye Rist :

| (c) Barley Rust
Top_sEcRER SE 6h Enclosure,"E"
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| (2) TAC - No BW capability. One light bomber wing

! (3) BEAR - No BW capability. One light bomber wing
i ‘and one fighter-bomber wing with CW capability.

(4) USAFE - No BW capability. One light bomber wing

3 and one fighter-bomber wing with CW capability.

od b. Phase II7 - 31 December 195
i (1) $4C - A11 units qualified as in Phsse IT

(@me- " fae
(3) pap - conn

5 (4) pope" romeo.

92. The Ar Force directive reflects a dependence upon the
units of the Strategic Alr Commend for the delivery of enticrop
BW agents specifying thet by 31 Dec. 1954 all units of SAC be

capable of delivering evailable anticrop munitions. It appears

reasonable to sasume, for the purposes of this problem, that
- all of the Strategic Alr Command units will have the capsbllity

of delivering the E-73 and E-86 cluster munitions since this

does not pose any unique problems for units trained in strategic
bombing. The use of the E-27 ry agent diseminator for the

+ delivery of BN attacks or the spray system for the dissemination
©. ofchémicel anticrop agents will require em atteck at lov

_ -altitndés. THE'Air Force hss been studying low altitude

penetration tactics, and tio unusual difficulties are foreseen

. if altitudesof .750 to 1,000 feet are meinteined. However, such

£1ltitudes my be tv him Tar tho dry Alssemiiie T of rust
iY spores without a carrier, elthough satisfactory for lov volume

Of anticrop spraying. .

- 93 No munitions gre programmed for the fighter-bomber

delivery of anticrop BW or CW agents and the limited capacity

of the availsble light bombers renders them impractical es a

mesns of delivery. Some thought is being given to the use of
the 0-119 cargo type aivoraft for delivery of chemical spray by :

Top SECRET -B-65- Enclosure "E"
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|. use of the spray system thotalica in the congo compartment.
| No evaluation has been made of the practicality of using cargo

|| tre atronatt on Tone mtsssons over oneny tersitory. Terefore,
| for thé purposes of this study, mo ualts of the Tecticsl Alr

"| Forces axe considered to have a capability for the delivery

| ot etther i ox ov onstoncp agens.
CAPACITY OF PROCRAVMED ATRORAPT TYPES POR ANTICROP MUNITIONS
AV TLBLE TN.05©

9k. Table XI lists the carrying capacity of programed atroraft
types for antierop mnitions expected to be available in mid-
1954. The bomb capacity is given under tuo sets of conditions.

a The first condition considers the maximum load of the aircraft

and 1s limites only by allowable weight or space requirements.
This represents a sacrifice in fuel load in favor of the bomb
load. The second set of conditions gives ¢ sample mission in
which the fuel load has been increased at a sacrifice in allov-
able bomb oad as developed in the basic mission outlined in

- the Stendard Alrcreft Characteristics Hendbook.

95. Tn the case of the B-50 the besic mission reflects the
use of a bomb-bay fuel tank with the pay load restricted to the

capacity of one bomb bay.
| Alreraft Cheracteristics :
©. %.'me characteristics of those elrcraft types considered

. available for thie delivery of antlovop BW-CW mnitions are
discussed in detail in Enclosure "C", Chepter II.

~ oo

_
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| CAFRYING CAPACITY OF AIRCRAFT TYPES FOR| Rrare
| . v! jax, Bou tesa Sasi JissionETE SET Sore ETS EE Ber SEa/c Tipe. Sissi Siete

i Lignt Bombers
~ B-26 6 6 ° 4) 6 6 ° o

| B-45 o7 27 © o 16 16 o 0

-! B-57 7 6 6 0 0 6 6 o o

Pighter-Bombers
F-86F ° o ° ° 0 0 o 0

F-84F 4] 0 ° 0 0 0 0 o

“ Strategic
‘Bombers 2 22500 ww’ we 2 0 2 2 a
B-47B °y Cy o o o 8 o 0

B-36F 132 132" ° o 132 132 ° o

cargolo 2 1
™ I7 Basic Mission Reference WADC Report No. 2, Standard Aircraft

Characteristics Handbook, Vol. 1, "Green Book", January 1952,
SECRET, Bowb load determined by allowable weight and/orSomb Bay space Jim cations.

2/ Maximum load can be increased to 56 clusters by loading two
clusters on each of 16 bomb stations, according to the
Armament Section, Wright Field.

3/ Maximum load can be increased to 248 clusters by loading tuo
- clusters on each of 116 bomb stations, according to theBe REI SLhE

| DELIVERY OP CHUSTERED BH MUNITIONS

97. As’ indicated in Enclosure "C", Chapter II, the United
States Ar Force has placed the responsibility for the develop-

: ° ment Of an anticrop BW delivery capability on the Strategic Air

fr Cowmand. The Tactical Air Forces have a potential for anticrop

BW aciivery but no munitions Will be available for fighter-bomber
|= aolivery. Purther, the limited capacity of the programmed light
|" bolita airerart prevents a significant contribution in the

delivery of an antiorop campaign. In the Strategic Alr Command
the delivery capability is.limited to those units equipped with

the B-50, B-29 and B-36 aircraft, inasmuch as there is no

known method of dropping the E-73 or the E-86 from the B-UT

due to 1ts high speed. The B-36 1s capable of carrying a large

payload of the clustered munitions; however, this is the only

| i TET TopSEERETSEEDYBiFomMATION
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without refusling, a degred of Flexibility.which may cause it

to be reserved for missions where such a characteristic is
| essentisl, Based on present USAF plans, it appears reasonsble

| to assume that the bulk of an antiorop campaign would be

o carried out by those units of SAC equipped with the B-50/8-29

type, Since the B-50 will be present in combat-ready units in

! much.greater numbers than the older B-29, it is assumed for

i the purpose of this problem that the enticrop BW attack will

be delivered by the B-50 units except for the strikes on the

areas east of the Urals where the B-36 will be needed to meet i%:

“ the range requirements.

98. In accordance with existing base programs, the USAF will

have medivm bomber bases in the UK, North Africa end Seudi
Arabia capable of supporting the antiorp BW campaign. The
North African mediun bomber bases include those in the French

° Moroccan complex, a base at Tripoli and a base at Calros

From the UK bases the B-50 cen reach, with minor exceptions,

the target area west of the Urals ith a full bomb load of
£ifty-six (56) E-73 bombs, Approximately 1h per cent of the

B-50 sorties west of the Urals would require the use of bomb

©. Bay'fusl, thereby reducing the bomb load by one-half, Should
|. the bibs aréi’ih the vicinity of Cairo not be availsble, an

2dditionsl ly per centof the B-50 sorties would require the
use of one bomb bay for fuel, There are advantages in basing

bls eabun bombers 1n the Oairo ares apart fram the decreased
~ sortie requirements. The sortie requirements for the mnbi-

crop avtack are sompited under to sets of conditions; ome
assuming the svailability of the Cairo base and the other as-
“oling that the Cairo base is mot available. 'fho B-36 can.
Sbtnck the ~roa cag of tho Urals with o fwd buwb load tke

in; ff from Alaskn, Greendznd;®of Tecland onl. lending’ aféor

the nbtnok in the TE op I pth Afeien. re =m .
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| 99. In answer to the giiery from WSEG with respect to the

| Bi attack, the Air Fore opinion wes stated as follows:

"i . . It is the intent of those responsible for

; UShP operations ana development thas BN munitions
Tell She dictate any devisblon fron nornal fight

el | profiles."

~ 200. The "normal flight profiles’ in strategic bombing of

| tho USSR call for high altitude ponstration sd attack; there-
i ford;tt 1s anticipated that an attempt would be made to pen-

strate and bomb at altitudes of 30,000 to 35,000 feet with the

B-50 and 35,000 to 40,000 feet with the B-36. In cases where

“ range mequirenents would not permit the ontiro couse of flight
over enemy territory to be flown ob these wititules, the pene
stration of portnoter defenses might bo flown at mintmm alti-

. tudes with the climb to bombing altitude conducted in areas

away from organized air defense systems, It can be expected

that steps would bo taken to aveld the local dofonses of those
- Lnportant Soviet targoks that fall within tho targot aves.

101. The snticrop campaign developed in Encl, "D", Chap. V,

would require ons B-73 cluster por cach 100 square miles of
. the target areas Ono possible method of obtaining this uni-

a. form coverage in an atbeck would be to brask down tho target
+ ria tuto 100° square mile grids, FLlght paths of sstacking

aircraft could be planned ton miles spart with an B-3 cluster

Seloasod at each ten mile interval along this flight path. For
atrovats crews tratnod for the attack of stratogle targets wlth

_ fn th USSR the navigation involved tn such a plan of attack
should not present eny unusual difficulties.

102, Tn accordance with accepted strategie bombing practices

- ‘ga meny aiveraft as possible would be scheduled to penetrate

| to the target aves stmiltancously so as to contribute ta the
saturation and confusion of enony defensesy Tho nature of the

§/Ter Dey ORIG orSE, Operations, Subject: BH Logistic
: fotoiiitios. 06 SORSE.
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mission would require that the aircraft attack individually;
therefore, 1t is reasonable to expect that the attack would

ie take place during hours of darkness. For the most part, the
nights sre of sufficient length at the time of the year when
the crops are vulnerable to attack to permit the attack to be
carried out during hours of darkness.’ However, in the White

3 | russian region, latitude 57° to 52°, which is bombed about
| 5 mays-theve ave 2 to 4 hours of davkness at 30,000 feet. In the

7 | ares just south of Moscow, latitude 55° to 52° which is bombed
| 15 May, there are O to 2 hours of darkness at 30,000 feet. At

= Sea level in this region on this date, there are 3 to 4 hours :
of darkness. Since anti-aircraft artillery can be avoided in

] the antiorop campaign, there 1s no objection to flying low.
: It 1s therefore assumed that all operations involving B-50's

can be carried out wider cover of darkness, since there are at
least 2 to l hours of darkness; the northern part of the region

” can be bombed and withdrawal made to the South.

-
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